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Learning Journal Assignment - Listen to the Podcast and answer the following constructive questions

Podcast: Conventional and Virtual Learning Spaces

Author of Podcast – Pankaj Mehrotra

https://www.ttelt.org/s4-70-conventional-and-virtual-learning-spaces/

Answer the below question without listening to the Podcast.

1. Define spaces and what strategies you employ in your classroom/courses to balance learning spaces.

Answer the questions below after listening to the Podcast

1. Which learning space – traditional or virtual do you find to be more effective for your classroom/lecture room teaching and why?

2. List the differences between major learning spaces and minor learning spaces.

3. Learning spaces in face-to-face learning environments, synchronous learning environments, and asynchronous learning environments are used to engage students. How are these learning environments utilized to engage students?

4. Briefly describe or create an infographic outlining a lesson plan explaining how learning environments—face-to-face, asynchronous, and synchronous—are best utilized.

5. The learning activities and tools are used to engage students. Think of ways you will integrate the appropriate learning activities for major learning spaces and minor learning spaces. Also, consider when and where you will use learning tools in your lesson/lecture.

6. Analyse the findings of learning outcomes in major learning spaces and minor learning spaces and then discuss possible explanations for these differences.

7. Can you think of additional ways to study the learning outcomes in your lessons besides designing and utilizing learning spaces?

8. Summarize the Podcast.